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Dear "r. newton, 

I apareciate your letter. Thanks. 

Briefly, here are answers to your queetionst 

There really is nothing new in The second Oswald if you cart get it. It was a 
"review" of Whitewnsh and draws heavily on the chapter The False Oswald, hence your 
confusion on the title), Inquest and Rush to Judgement. 

Ay sources: aside from the26 volumes I have obtained thousands and thousands of 
pages of the Comedesion's files and I have conducted my own extensive interviews. 

. Why so many have died, nany(but not as tinnys most think)mysterioucly, ee just 
don t know. Most are natural dee-the of which some are under odd circumstances.'That 
is most unusual in that some mem to present sole) jeopardy to the official story and 
none who supported it have died that we }mown of. 

There have been many critical books because the criticism is required. There have 
also been a number in eupport. More of the latter have been printed by far and all have 
had major—media support. The Report can't stand any examination that isn't biased to 
begin with and the event was one of the major events in all history. 

Congress is just plain scared. The few who had courage did not know that Bobay 
Kennedy had been completely detached from the investigation. They told themaelves if he 
was satisfied they should be. But they didnht know ho hadn't even read the Ileport. 

The ease can be reopened if the government 'mats to. There in every reason to believe 
this in the last thing it wants beeeuse it will blaceen the faces of all the aeoecien 
involved in the investibation. 

I think Uswald's solo purpose was to get where he would not be seen. A movie is a 
very dark place. With his record I believe he feared a lynching. lie did not have with him 
about $175.00 with which he could have fled if this had been his fentention. 

We really don't know if it was Tipeit's car. You will see what there is on this 
when you read the books. It is a possibility. 

The paraffin test proved Oswald could not have fired a rifle. It did show traces 
on his hands, but that does not prove he fired a pistol. The traces could have eater) fruu 
other things. But they also could have come from firing a pistol. 

I think the rifle shells wera plsxited. I guess we'll never know. "y recollection way 
be unclear, but I think all three had been chambered on a previoue occasion. one in a 
different rifle. 

Auto demonstration: there were more than this one witness, more than the single 
salesman. 

All the descriptions that can be even slightly credited are of a man vho could. not 
have been Oswald as the Tipeit kileer. You'll get the feel of this in that chapter of 
Whitewash, The Tippit Killing. 

There could be a thousand reasons for all the police agencies covering up. Some have 
a bearing, some we can't know about. Perhaps the simplest couple are they are hiding their 
failure to prevent the assassination and catch those who did it and to cover up their 
own failuree to beela with aria dishonesties in the investigation. 

I on continuing my work. I will continuo to. I have quite a bit on paper, a very 
largr book completed, but there is no possibility of coaeercial puOlication and I canpt 
go ferthur into debt to yeint it privately. 

But thanks very much for your good wishes. binceoely, 
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